
 

 
 

 

Morning Agenda 
 
 

09.00-09.30: Registration and Welcome Coffee 
09.30: Opening 
 

Legislation Update: Stay up to date!  
Dr. Christoph Klotz, Manager EMS Project Management & Engineering 
 
Since September 2017, the current WLTP legislation is in force. Nevertheless, this is subject 
to regular adjustments and extensions. We would like to take this opportunity to give you an 
overview of the current status and an outlook on future legislation. The focus is on RDE (Real 
Driving Emissions) and the requirements of WLTP (Worldwide Harmonized Light-duty Vehicle 
Test Procedure). We also want to give you an insight into the field of non-exhaust emissions. 
 

The New Challenge of GTR 15: Certification of Ammonia and Additional Pollutants 
Velizara Lilova, Product Manager 
 
The measurement of new components, such as ammonia (NH3), ethanol (C2H5OH), 
formaldehyde (HCHO) and acetaldehyde (CH3CHO) is already or will become mandatory in 
the next years. The automotive customers are confronted with the challenge not only to certify 
these compounds, but also to deal with new technologies. HORIBA's goal is to offer user-
friendly analyzers fully conform with the current and upcoming legislation, as for example the 
FTX-ONE-CS and the MEXA-ONE-QL-NX and provide extensive support in all application-
related topics. 
 

Non-Road Mobile Machinery and Exhaust Flow Meters 
Christian Heun, European Product Manager 
Jarrod Field, R&D Supervisor – Product Design Engineer 

 
Constant product quality, safety, process optimization and environmental protection - these are 
just some of the reasons why industrial flow measurement is becoming increasingly important. 
Unfortunately, there is no measuring technology that is suitable for all applications at the same 
time. Therefore, we can offer you three different exhaust flowmeters. 
 
EU Regulation 2016/1628 (EU Stage V) took effect on January 1, 2017. It specifies emission 
limits for engines in commercial vehicles and non-road mobile machinery (NRMM). 
The ambient conditions, which are much harsher than those associated with an application in 
the trunk of a passenger car or the payload area of a truck, lead to a special NRMM solution 
for the PEMS - our new OBS-ONE RE 
 

 

 



 

 
 

 
Afternoon Agenda 

 
 
 

PEMS User Feedback from Volvo Technology AB 
 

Your Partner for the Change to E-Mobility 
Torsten Bodsch, Global Product Manager Engine 
 
The entire automotive industry is currently transitioning from conventional vehicles to 
alternative fuel vehicles. Much of this shift is currently taking place with electrified vehicles. This 
brings with it new challenges for all involved, which can be attributed to the maturity of the 
components and the complexity of the systems. This ultimately leads to an increased need for 
validation and therefore to an increased need for efficiency in the validation. Here, HORIBA 
can assist you to achieve the goal of making the world cleaner and more efficient. 
 

From the Cell to the System/ Validation of Battery and Fuelcell Components. 
Marcus Schlee, Product Manager Batteries 
 
The transformation of the automotive industry is closely linked to the concept of 
electromobility. With fuel cell systems and battery electric drives, there are two different drive 
concepts that, due to their complexity, require a lot of development and validation know-
how. HORIBA FuelCon offers suitable test equipment for fuel cells or batteries with the 
Evaluator series and thus supports you in the transformation.  
 

Internal Combustion Engine Testing - Quo vadis? 
Torsten Bodsch, Global Product Manager Engine 
  
The public perception suggests that the era of the internal combustion engine (ICE) is getting 
to its end. However, in reality the ICE will be continuing to make a significant contribution to 
our propulsion technology in the future.  
HORIBA is going to present its view of the upcoming trends in combustion engine testing. 
 

Discussions  

 

The event will finish at 16.30. 

 


